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ABSTRACE Full wave approach is used to compute the single and the double 
scattered intensities from random rough surfaces. In this work the surface is assumed to 
consist of random distributions of individual rough surface scatterers with different 
mean square height, slope and mean depth. The results show that the double back 
scattered intensity is significant for normal incidence if the mean square slope is large 
and the scatterer is highly conducting. 

I. FORMULATION O F  THE PROBLEM 

The model consists of random distributions of individual rough surface 
scatterers with different mean square height, slope, and mean depth. For simplicity it is 
assumed here that the surface of the individual scatterer is given by 

h(x) = h, cos(?)+h, (1) 

The mean depth of the individual scatterer is h,, the mean square height is 
<h2>=hi/2+h&, and the mean square slope is ( 2 ~ h ~ / A ) ~ / 2 .  Thus ho, A, h,, and the 
location Id of the individual surface scatterers are random variables in the expression for 
the double scattered fields (see fig.1). The average of the scattered intensity contains the 
factor 111 

< J v d h m k  hml)> = 5 $vY(hmk-hml) P(hmk, hml) 
k,l=l 

jv h 
-- ( 2 4  

~ N+N(N-1) /<e m>121 
N2 

where N is the number of individual scatterers. 

vy = ko(iif-iii) . ?i,, (2b) 

In the above expression it is assumed that 

P(hmkhml) = P(hmk) P(hml) for k # I (2c) 

Furthermore it is assumed that p(hm) is Gaussian with zero mean and variance equal to 
<h&>. Thus for N >> 1 (2a) reduces to 

<kvy(hmk-hm/), = ,Vi<h&> (3) 

The above expression (3) is used as a factor to account for the fluctuations in the mean 
depth hm. For the illustrative examples 4ki<h&>= 0.2. 

The surface height random variables ho and A in (1) are assumed to be 
characterized by uniform or truncated Chi-squared joint probability density functions. 
Furthermore ho and A are assumed to be uncorrelated random variables. The average of 
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the scattered field magnitude square JE(ho,<h>,A I )Iz over the surface height constants 
ho and the width A is given by the double summak?n 

<IE(hO,A)l2> = lE(h0?~)l2 P@,) P(A) ( 4 4  
ho A 

in which E(ho,A) are the full wave solutions for the single or the double scattered fields 
[2]-[5] while P(ho) and P(A) are the probability density functions for ho and A, 
respectively. The mean of the surface height is <ho>=hoo and the mean of the surface 
width is <A>=A,. Since the double scattered fields are evaluated for a finite range of 
ho and A ((hod Ah,) 5 ho 5 (hoo+ A ho), (Ao- A A) 5 A 5 (Ao+ A A)) the truncated 
probability density functions are normalized such that 

h,+ A h o  Ao+ A A / P(ho) dho = 1, and J P(A) dA = 1 (4b) 

Let the random distance between two individual surface scatterers be I . The 
random variable I is assumed here to be characterized by triangular probability density 
function given by ?I] 

h, A ho do- A A 

in which AT is assumed to be (108,) and A, is the median width of the individual 
surface scatterer. The statistical average over Id of the scattered field magnitude square 
is obtained from the following expression 

<kvX'd> = sinc2<&) ( 6 4  
where 

(6b) 
- k  - f i  .- x -  0 b - n )  a, 

Thus averaging over the location distance Id is equivalent to multiplying the magnitude 
square scattered fields by (Sa). Thus 

in which the limits of the first summation (for ho) are hornin, and horn,. while the 
limits of the second summation (for A) are Amin and Ama,. The different realizations 
of ho and A for the one dimensional rough sirfaces h(x) are arranged in an m x n  
matrix. The number of rows (m) of the matrix represents the different values of the 
height constant h,. The number of columns (n) of the matrix represents the different 
values of the surface width A. 

II. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

The elements of the m x n = l l x 3 3  matrix represent 363 realizations of one 
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dimensionally rough surface scatterers of different heights ho and widths A (1). For all 
the examples presented here, 4kz<h&> = 0.2 and AT = lOA,,. 

For the random surface realizations the median height is hoo/Xo = 2.0 and the 
median width is Ao/Xo = 14.0 corresponding to a mean square slope <hi>=0.402 and 
maximum slope 41.9”. The relative permittivity of the surfaces is assumed to be cr = 
- 11.43 - j1.24 (gold coated a t  Xo = 0.633pm). In fig2 the magnitude of the horizontally 
polarized scattered fields (single and double) are plotted in the plane of incidence (4’ 
- 4f= 0, T). The results in fig2 show that for this realization the single scattered fields 
are larger than the double scattered fields (even for backscatter) at normal incidence. 
This is because for a maximum slope of 41.9, pairs of stationary phase points do not 
exist for backscatter at normal incidence [2]-[5]. The single and the double scattered 
incoherent intensities <IE”I2> averaged over 363 realizations are shown in fig.3 in 
which truncated ,yz distributions of ho and A are assumed. The effects of including the 
random variables I and hm are presented in fig.4. The ensemble considered in fig.4 
contains realization! with maximum slope greater than 45‘. Thus for hackscatter at 
normal incidence, pairs of stationary phase points do exist and double scatter is larger 
than single scatter. These preliminary results can be used to interpret recent 
experimental data [6]. 
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